Pattern recognition is a task of searching particular patterns or features in the given input. The data mining, computer networks, genetic engineering, chemical structure analysis, web services etc. are few rapidly growing applications where pattern recognition has been used. Graphs are very powerful model applied in various areas of computer science and engineering. This paper proposes a graph based algorithm for performing the graphical symbol recognition. In the proposed approach, a graph based filtering prior to the matching is performed which significantly reduces the computational complexity. The proposed algorithm is evaluated using a large number of input drawings and the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing algorithms. 168
Introduction
In pattern matching application, a retrieval of input patterns from a database of model patterns is the most important issue. In graph based recognition techniques the model symbols and the input images are also represented using the primitive graph or by a set of sub graphs. These sub graphs may be considered as a pattern for symbol recognition. In this context, the graph based symbol recognition is the pattern matching task. Graph is always a versatile tool for representing and modeling the patterns. Graph can contain huge amount of data due to its representational power. So they are preferred to represent objects with a huge number of attributes. Finding object similarity is an important issue in many applications such as pattern recognition, information retrieval and data
Literature Survey
In all classes of graph matching, subgraph isomorphism is a NP-complete problem [9] [10] . But it is still an open research area to decide whether the graph isomorphism is a P or NP-complete problem [9] . The time complexity for finding the isomorphism between trees or bounded valence graphs [11] , planar graphs [12] , is of polynomial order [6] [13] . The time taken by a brute force approach for graph matching increases exponentially with the size of the input graph [14] . So graph matching algorithms are constrained to contain small number of edges and vertices [1] . One approach to reduce graph matching complexity is to restrict the graph sizes by adopting application specific graph matching [14] . Another attractive solution is to use very accurate searching process and pruning unprofitable paths in the search space [1] [6] itself. In graph pruning approach there is no restriction on the size and structure of the graphs to be matched. Some algorithms make use of database clustering [15] and filtering [16] techniques to narrow down the search space of graph matching. Our algorithm is based on graph symbol database hierarchical filtering which is applied prior to the graph matching process. A hierarchically structured approach to organize large structural databases has been presented in [17] . The patterns are modeled in the form of random parametric structural descriptions (RPSDs) . Objects in image are modeled as parametric structural descriptions (PSDs). The organization process is controlled by pairwise dissimilarity values between RPSDs. The node pointer lists are computed offline during model base organization [17] . During recognition, the only exponential matching process involved is between the scene PSD and the RPSD at the root of the organized tree. Using the organized hierarchy along with the node pointer lists, the task is reduced to tree matching which linearly tests at the subsequent levels of the tree [17] . Other approaches like hierarchical [18] and hashed [19] databases have been presented for an efficient graph database organization. In most of the algorithms the overall process of graph matching is subdivided into preprocessing part and the actual matching part. The preprocessing part reorganizes the graph database which reduces the graph searching and matching.
In [4] [20] a decomposition approach for model graph has been suggested. The whole model graph data is modeled as network of decomposed graph. [4] uses decomposition approach for preprocessing of the model symbols. Due to the offline preprocessing and filtering of the database, graph matching time becomes sublinearly dependent on the database size [4] . In the last few years, few attempts have been made to combine the best of the graph and the vector domains in order to get the advantages of both techniques. Another approach for graph database reduction using feature vector has been suggested in [21] . In [21] , a dissimilarity representation for graphs is used to explicitly transform graphs into n-dimensional feature vectors. This embedding fills the representational gap between the high capacity of graphs and the large amount of classification algorithms available for feature vectors [15] [21] . The basic idea used in this approach is to catch the dissimilarities of predefined model graphs as features. [16] [22] focuses on the importance of graph filtering. In these approaches, the feature vectors are extracted from the graph database and the decision tree is built using these feature vectors. It is followed by graph based matching. The decision tree helps in eliminating the number of candidates from comparison. The approach proposed in [16] [22] is mainly dealing with random graphs generated. The disadvantage of the decision tree is that it is computationally very expensive to built the decision tree and traversing it with larger complex database. In brief, the type of the features and the representation of an object in the database for a given application also play very important roles. The main focus of our work is to deal with real life applications like document image analysis using the graph. For example, the symbol recognition and input drawing analy-Journal of Signal and Information Processing sis which are very important applications for architectural and historical perspective. For these applications, the first and most important task is to extract the features as these are not regular or structured objects. Second, using these features how to represent the complete object, i.e., input drawing image or symbol for recognition, using the graph so that efficient graph based matching algorithm can be implemented.
Problem Statement
Although several statistical techniques have been proposed for symbol recognition [23] [24] , graph based structural methods always play their prime role. The selection of graph based pattern matching strategy is always subjective to type of pattern. The selection of appropriate type of graph for specific applications with appropriate graph matching algorithm is the key. The symbols appearing in the graphical symbol recognition are not specific and regular in nature. Especially archived documents, historical documents or images are in degraded form. The analysis, content retrieval, restoration, digitization of such data is a challenge.
These images are distorted or noisy. Many document images are not clear. These symbols have enormous attributes. It is always a challenge to achieve a graph based solution for any pattern matching application which can perform or work in the presence of distortion and noise. Even if using graphs is the wise option, the size of graph databases is quite large. Storing symbols in database and selecting features for graph matching are key factors. There is no generalised, the best suitable policy available for all the real life pattern matching applications. It is important to have a mechanism which will reduce heavy time complexity of graph matching techniques. Graph based filtering is a process of pruning object database to optimize graph matching. Applying the graph based filtering algorithm prior to graph matching reduces the size of database. As for the sake of convenience, we consider architectural symbol recognition. The database contains model symbols that are used as symbols in architectural drawings. Both the database and input image are modelled using region adjacency graph. When an input architectural plan image is given to identify symbols from the model database, it is an efficient approach to perform filtering and then matching. In this context, it is required to have filtering algorithm, specifically the graph based filtering, as we model input using graph.
Problem Formulation
The basic concept behind our algorithm is to save expensive graph matching operations by performing prior graph database filtering. The main purpose of our work is to propose a graph based novel algorithm for graphical symbol recognition. The major application of our proposed work is to reconstruct or restore historical or archeological survey plans or drawing which are available as input images which may be distorted or corrupted due to aging effect. Another application is to automate symbol recognition of online web application like V. Pawar, M. Zaveri Journal of Signal and Information Processing copyright protection for trademark symbol, product review or sign language interpretation. In brief, we want to propose an algorithm for model symbol recognition where the model symbol may be regular or irregular shape like window, shelf, bed or any architectural symbol etc. These model symbols can be represented using primitive graphic structures like triangle, rectangle or irregular shape geometry etc. It allows one to represent original object in a better way to ease the process of pattern extraction and pattern matching. Here, only assumption is that any regular or irregular shape may be represented by the graph.
In the context of above discussion, we exploit the graph to represent any model symbol in our input image. Throughout the work, the terms, the primitive graphic symbol or model symbol, are used interchangeably with the meaning that it forms a single closed region or an entity or a set of closed regions and a set of entities which can be used as a model graph when the given graphical symbol object or input drawing is decomposed and represented by the graph. In short, from a given object the features or attributes are extracted and these features or attributes can be described using the graph. For example, a simple triangle has three sides and three angles which form an entity or a closed region with sides and angles as features or attributes of a given object. This triangle becomes a graph with a single vertex, representing a closed region with angles, area, sides as attributes of the vertex.
In our proposed algorithm, we use such graphical symbol objects or input drawings as an input which are decomposed into a set of closed regions or entities as described above and stored into the database. For each entity, we extract the features like area of the shape, angles if any, sides, centroid etc. which are nothing but attributes of an entity or primitive graph model symbol. The database with these decomposed objects is called as a graph database. Another important feature that we extract from the input is region adjacency graph (RAG) which provides neighborhood information for a set of closed regions or entities that how they are interconnected with each other. This is also stored as an attribute of a vertex along with other attributes. The RAG formation is the process of establishing a relationship between regions with the help of extracted features.
Our main task is to use these features and attributes to filter out the graph database to reduce to number of model graph comparisons with a test input. To perform this, we index our database using the features and attributes of a vertex. Here, the meaning of indexing is to reorganize the graph database by grouping of model symbols having similar entities or closed regions as a part of given model symbol. Then, searching is performed using this indexed database which is nothing but filtering of the database. This process is explained as shown below in Figure 1 . For example, given a graphical symbol or input drawing image having two objects, say, S 1 which is a staircase and S 2 is a shelf. S 1 is decomposed into a set of rectangles and S 2 is decomposed into four triangles as a set of closed regions or a set of entities, respectively. These model symbols are preprocessed and represented as region adjacency graphs. In RAG, each closed region is a Journal of Signal and Information Processing vertex. The adjacent regions' attributes are represented by the edge between them. As depicted in Figure 1 , symbol S 1 is a model staircase, S 2 is a shelf and S n is a bed. The vertex of RAG represents a closed region in the symbol. The edge between two vertices in a RAG represents the neighbourhood attributes of the two adjacent regions in the symbol. The staircase contains all same regions which are rectangular in nature. The RAG of staircase is shown in red colour in a symbolic way. It indicates that all the vertices are of same type. So all the vertices are in red colour. The adjacency of the vertices is shown by the edges. As all the vertices have similar attributes, all the edges are also carrying similar edge properties; hence, all edges are red in color.
The symbol S 2 is a shelf, which contains four similar closed regions which are triangular in nature. The RAG of shelf in Figure 1 For example, S 1 and S 2 are indexed using rectangle and triangle which allows one to do further filtering. If a given input object is decomposed such that one of the closed region is a rectangle then directly it searches to the subgroup of objects in the database which is indexed using rectangle which avoids a linear filtering or comparison with all objects stored in the database. If a given object is having different types of closed regions then it is indexed using each type of closed region which it consists of. The advantage of such representation is that for searching a given object; the algorithm explores only the subgroup of objects for which an index is matching, which is nothing but filtering out the large number of objects from database being compared. The filtering algorithms are elaborated in the next section. It also is important to note that the features or attributes can be of great help to filter the database. Given a graph database, the Moreover, the feature extraction must be efficient and fast. The selection of features to extract and to match, affect the filtering and graph matching procedure. The features should have the ability to discriminate between as many graphs in the database. If the given feature can distinguish more graphs, less graph candidates remain after filtering and potentially it achieves efficiency for the expensive matching task. For example, consider feature, constituent shapes of the model symbol. Consider two symbols S 1 and S 2 as shown in Figure 1 . The symbol S 1 contains only rectangles while S 2 contains only triangles. If the query image contains only rectangle, it has to be compared with S 1 . If the query image contains only triangle, it has to be compared with S 2 . If the query image contains both, rectangle and triangle, it has to be compared with both, S 1 and S 2 . Hence, the selection of feature shape, can play significant role in database filtering and matching. For filtering, graph, sub graph or error tolerant sub graph isomor-Journal of Signal and Information Processing phism [2] [3] [25] can be used. Using above formulation, the proposed graph based filtering algorithm is described in the following section.
A Novel Algorithm for Graph Filtering and Matching
For graph based symbol recognition the query image is given as input to the al- In our approach, we propose two types of the filtering, namely, graph based linear and hierarchical filtering for graphical symbol recognition. The overall symbol recognition is achieved in three steps as preprocessing, graph filtering followed by the graph matching. The filtering algorithm filters the model symbol database. If the model symbol G M is likely to be similar with the symbols of the input image, it selects G M as promising symbol else it is non-promising. We perform a shape based graph database filtering of the database. For filtering we consider two approaches as 1. Shape based graph database linear filtering and 2.
Shape based graph database hierarchical filtering.
After the graph database filtering, the number of model symbols to be matched with the input graph reduces considerably, which reduces graph matching time. We use region adjacency graph (RAG) based string growing algorithm [7] for the graph matching. In brief, the overall symbol recognition is achieved in three steps 1) preprocessing and feature extraction, 2) the graph database filtering and 3) the graph matching algorithm. In our implementation, we V. Pawar, M. Zaveri Journal of Signal and Information Processing use RAG based string growing algorithm [7] for the graph matching. We compare our hierarchical graph database filtering with a standard linear graph database filtering approach to show efficacy of our proposed algorithm. These steps are described in detail as below. Table 1 . It depicts the number of constituent basic shapes in each model symbol. Table 2 shows results of region separation and feature extraction for model symbols in the database. Overall, the database model symbols and the input image are described as the region adjacency graphs in this step. The prototype symbols and the input image are both preprocessed and structural features like edges, junctions, corners, end points, closed regions, area, centroid, shape of region, neighborhood information of regions etc. are extracted from those images. Figure 3 shows negative of the input image and its corresponding structural details like edges, end points, corners, junctions identified during preprocessing. The closed regions are identified by edge tracing. The V. Pawar, M. Zaveri Journal of Signal and Information Processing edge end points, junctions, corners are recorded as number of vertices for every closed region. While preprocessing, we also specify a tolerance value to extract these vertices for better a valuation and to show efficacy of our proposed method. The tolerance value greatly affects the result of preprocessing and so the result of symbol recognition as well. During the pre processing, shape of region is one of the important features useful for the database filtering. The status of model symbols database after shape detection is listed below in Table 1 . It depicts the number of constituent basic shapes in each model symbol.
Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
For example, Table 1 shows that, model symbol "bed" consists of one rectangle and two triangles as constituent shapes. The "pillar" consists of two triangles and one parallelogram; the "staircase" symbol consists of six rectangles as the constituent shapes. Table 2 shows results of region separation and some feature extraction for model symbols in the database. The features like "Number of regions", "Number of edges" are extracted for each of the model symbol. The "RAGid" is the identity number of the model symbol graph in the database. The "Priority" is the numeric value assigned to each symbol by the user for selecting a particular symbol to be matched against the input image. Table 1 and Table 2 are interlinked tables generated during feature extraction and preprocessing. In both tables, the first column consists of RAGid using model symbol name. Table   1 displays the primitive shapes detected in the respective model symbol depicted in first column. Table 2 
Graph Based Filtering
After preprocessing, we apply graph based filtering algorithm which filters the Figure 4 depicts the linear filtering.
As shown in Figure 4 , consider two symbols S 1 , a "staircase" and symbol S 2 as a "stove". The symbol S n is shown as a "bed". During the preprocessing, database records that S 1 comprises six rectangular shapes, S 2 constitutes four triangles and S n comprises one rectangle and two triangular shapes. Consider, "bed" is the input image. Preprocessing of input image identifies that the input image contains one rectangle and two triangular shapes. So, at the time of graph matching, S 1 , S 2 , S n , all three model symbols are compared with the input image as all three of them are containing either a rectangle or a triangle, which is there in the input image. If input image is a "staircase", preprocessing of input image concludes that input comprises six rectangular shapes. So the matching is performed with S 1 and S n only as they are having rectangle as one of their constituents. Comparison of the input with S 2 is avoided as S 2 do not have rectangle as its constituent. If input image is a "stove", comparison of input with S 1 is is avoided as S 1 do not have triangle as its constituent. Figure 4 Figure 5 , the first column represents the database model symbol. The second column in Figure 5 represents the decomposed model symbols of respective database model symbol.
After decomposition, the database is reorganized using indexing. The indexing is performed based on constituent shape. This step is illustrated using third and fourth column of Figure 5 . The process of shape based indexing is further illustrated with an example in Figure 6 , where the triangle and rectangle are primitive model shapes shown at the bottom in Figure 6 are indices to the database model symbols presented at the top in the figure. When an input image is presented for matching, the features of the input image are extracted. Based on the constituent shapes of the input image, shape based filtering is performed on the database which reduces the number of symbols to be matched. If the total database size is of say "n" model symbols, only "m" symbols are selected as relevant symbols to be matched with the input graph. The "n-m" models from the database are rejected as irrelevant symbols, and hence, "n-m" symbols are not matched with the input image. The observation is that, shape detection and filtering procedure adds extra time to the database construction. But it is important to note that the database construction is a onetime offline activity. The decision, which symbol to be matched and which symbol not to be matched, is taken at the time of graph matching. In this context, our hierarchical filtering 
Graph Matching Algorithm
After the preprocessing and database construction, the graph based symbol matching is performed. For graph based matching, the RAG based string growing algorithm is applied for the architectural symbol recognition. An architectural plan containing various architectural symbols is given as an input. The identification of various model symbols from the database is performed in this step by using the string growing algorithm [7] . It reads each symbol one by one from the database and compares it with the input RAG. While comparing three basic operations are considered as substitute, shift and scale [7] . The substitution operation matches each region by comparing the regions. The shift operation matches the angular rotation to the neighbouring regions. The scaling cost matches expansion or shrinkage of the regions. The cost of mapping the input region with model region is calculated for each region. This cost is called as graph edit cost. The most promising match is accepted as a result. Figure 12 shows the results of symbol identification for different input images. The algorithm performs the following steps: 1) Read each prototype symbol linearly from the database. 3) Consider the regions, which are below threshold level for further matching. 4) Continue region matching till the prototype symbol is identified otherwise no match is found.
5)
Conclude that the symbol is matching.
Simulation Results
We evaluated our proposed algorithm using architectural drawings. The input architectural plans are line drawing images. We consider both types of architectural images, 1) normal images, where all symbols are properly visible and 2) distorted images where the symbols are error-prone. For our implementation we have a model symbol database which constitutes the large number of model symbols. The few such architectural model symbols are depicted in Figure 7 . We evaluate our proposed graph database filtering and matching algorithm using three different scenarios as below. image. It is observed that if the image contains both very small and very large symbols at same time then the error tolerance factor given for graph matching fails to balance. The error tolerance introduced before graph matching, cannot suit to find very small and very large symbols at the same time. This is because, the smaller symbols need lower tolerance value for accurate features extraction where as the larger symbols can be identified with higher tolerance values. For a stable system, the input image must contain average size symbols.
We observe a considerable variation in string edit cost [7] for each symbol for the variation in the error tolerance. After a attaining a certain tolerance value, the edit cost, the number of symbols identified in image and the number of vertices considered in an input image after preprocessing remain constant and the V. Pawar, M. Zaveri Journal of Signal and Information Processing system gets a particular level of stability for that tolerance limit. The error tolerance value is subjective to accuracy expected by the various applications. There cannot be any automatic inference method for tolerance which can suit globally to all pattern matching applications. Its estimation is a challenging job which purely depends on the type of application. Figure 15 shows that the graph matching algorithm shows robustness to distortion, rotation, scaling and rotation. If the input image is distorted in such a way that it is not possible to extract a primitive graph, the decomposition will not be proper. In such a case we need additional pre-processing step so that the smallest closed region can be extracted as a primitive graph and can be used as a sub graph for the complete representation of an input drawing in terms of graph. It is also important to note that the simple shape based comparison will not work as the shapes are not predefined and an input drawing may not have exact primitive shapes only. There may be variety of shapes which may be difficult to represent in terms of primitive shapes. In such case, the direct shape based comparison is not feasible. Moreover, this increases the computational complexity heavily compared to RAG based analysis and decomposition of an input drawing into sub graph based representation. We have demonstrated the efficacy of our proposed symbol recognition using input drawings where the images are not clearer. Only point is that if the input image is too much distorted definitely we need to pre-process the input image for better extraction of primitive region which forms primitive sub graph. The graph based representation can tolerate errors and distortions in the graph matching as exact shape matching is not performed. We have applied the shape detection and filtering algorithm to the model symbol database. The number of comparisons done and number of comparisons avoided are plotted in Figure 16 for the linear filtering.
While plotting the graph, the image samples on the x-axis are arranged in the increasing order of the size of the input image. The images containing more Journal of Signal and Information Processing number of symbols take more number of comparisons. The conclusion is that on an average 2/3 number of times comparisons are avoided due to filtering than that of without filtering which is significant achievement.
There is an acceleration gain using hierarchical graph filtering. By inclusion of the filtering stage overall efficiency is enhanced for graph based symbol recognition compared to graph matching without filtering.
We compared the time taken for graph processing without using filtering [7] V. Pawar, M. Zaveri and with filtering. Figure 17 shows the results of time comparison for graph processing time with graph filtering algorithm and without graph filtering algorithm. The images on the x-axis are arranged in the increasing order of their sizes. The first image is the smallest image with minimum number of regions while the last image sample shows the largest image with maximum number of regions. When we do not apply filtering, the graph processing time is minimum as shown in the graph 17. The linear filtering takes little more time than that of one without filtering.
The hierarchical filtering algorithm takes maximum graph processing time in all the three scenarios. We compared the time taken for graph matching without using filtering [7] and with filtering. Figure 18 shows the comparison of graph matching time taken for symbol recognition with graph filtering and without graph filtering [7] . It is clearly seen that the graph matching time without filtering for all the samples is maximum. In eight of the samples out of eighteen, linear filtering is performing better than hierarchical filtering time. In other ten samples out of eighteen images, hierarchical filter based graph matching time is the minimum one. We evaluated the proposed method with large number of input drawings of different varieties which include basic symbols, hand drawn images, distorted images and architectural plans. The thumbnails of images we have used for testing the algorithm are shown in Figure 19 . The important point is that some of input drawings have 40 closed regions. In the simulation results
we have depicted some of them. Figure 19 . Thumbnail images used for testing.
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Conclusion
In this work we have proposed and evaluated graph filtering and matching for symbol recognition. Architectural plan images are provided as input to the algorithm. The graph matching is done by region adjacency graph matching [7] [8] based on string growing matching. It is observed that when we use only graph matching (without filtering) the number of comparisons done is more as compared with graph matching with filtering. Filtering prior to matching reduces drastically the number of matching model symbols available in the database averagely by 2/3 times. Ultimately this reduces the time taken for pure matching process, although the graph processing time increases more rapidly with symbol recognition with graph filtering than that of without filtering. In that case it is expected that graph databases processing and filtering is to be done offline prior to graph matching process for best results as a combination. The algorithm for graph matching has very strong restrictions about images due to "specificness" of symbols for different applications. It's always a challenge to achieve a general platform for various applications and their distortion accepting capacities and needs.
